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No active alerts

 74°
 Mostly Sunny

 Mostly sunny, with a high near 74.
 Southwest wind around 14 mph,
 with gusts as high as 21 mph.

 45°
 Partly Cloudy

 Partly cloudy, with a low around 45.
 Southwest wind 11 to 15 mph, with
 gusts as high as 22 mph.
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Happy Thanksgiving!

Thanksgiving is peak day for home cooking fires

As people gather with family and friends to celebrate the holiday, fire safety and
 healthcare experts have provided tips to avoid common Thanksgiving hazards. 

According to the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA), about 1,300 home
 cooking fires are reported each Thanksgiving - three times the normal daily average.
 This is due in part to the break in cooking routines, the presence of additional people
 and the preparation of particularly greasy foods. (Source: NFPA)

The NFPA discourages the use of gas-fueled outdoor turkey fryers that immerse the
 bird in hot oil due to the potential for combustion if the oil is overheated, as well as
 splashing that can cause devastating burns. The Consumer Product Safety
 Commission (CPSC) has received 157 reports of turkey fryer-related fires,
 explosions or carbon monoxide poisoning incidents since 2002. Sixty-eight injuries
 have been reported, along with at least $8 million in property damage. (Sources:
 NFPA, CPSC)

Another hazard for which Thanksgiving is famous is overeating. Doctors at one
 Washington, D.C., hospital say emergency department census increases up to 50
 percent in the days following major holidays due largely to issues like gastritis,
 pancreatitis and congestive heart failure associated with people eating too much salt
 and carbohydrates and ignoring their regular diets and health conditions. (Source:
 Howard University Health Sciences)
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Test your smoke alarm to make sure it is working before you start
 cooking. Stay in the kitchen when you are cooking food on the
 stovetop, and don't leave home while the turkey is in the oven.
 Children should be kept at least three feet away from the stove.
 (Sources: American Red Cross, NFPA)

If you use a propane turkey fryer that immerses the bird in hot oil,
 use it outside and follow the NFPA's safety recommendations,
 including ensuring that the bird is completely thawed before slowly
 lowering it into the oil.

Don't overdo it! Try to eat in moderation, taking breaks and
 drinking water between helpings. (Source: Group Health)
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Register now for the 2014 National Healthcare Coalition Preparedness
 Conference, December 10-12 in Denver, Colorado!

If you are not yet subscribed to this daily brief, click here to sign up.
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